Vote Both Sides

OFFICIAL BALLOT

CITY OF KATY, TEXAS

Texas City of Katy
May 01, 2021 - 2021 May 1

Instruction Text: Please use a black or blue pen to mark your ballot. To vote for your choice in each contest, completely fill in the box provided to the left of your choice.

1. OFFICE CREATED: City of Katy
   Proposition A
   THE ISUSSANCE OF PUBLIC BUILDING IMPROVEMENT BONDS IN THE AMOUNT OF $1,800,000 AND THE LEVY OF TAXES, WITHIN THE LIMITS PRESCRIBED BY LAW, IN PAYMENT OF THE BONDS
   City of Katy, Section 2
   Vote for one or none
   Against
   Diane Walker
   David Smith

2. OFFICE CREATED: City of Katy
   Proposition B
   THE ISSUANCE OF PARK IMPROVEMENT BONDS IN THE AMOUNT OF $4,200,000 AND THE LEVY OF TAXES, WITHIN THE LIMITS PRESCRIBED BY LAW, IN PAYMENT OF THE BONDS
   City of Katy, Section 2
   Vote for one or none
   Against
   Diane Walker
   David Smith

3. OFFICE CREATED: City of Katy
   Proposition C
   SHALL ARTICLE II. POWERS OF THE CITY, SECTION 2. GENERAL POWERS ADOPTED, BE AMENDED BY DELETING THE OBSOLETE LEGAL REFERENCE AND REDUNDANCY?
   City of Katy
   Vote for one or none
   Against
   Diane Walker
   David Smith

4. OFFICE CREATED: City of Katy
   Proposition D
   SHALL ARTICLE II. POWERS OF THE CITY, SECTION 4. REGULATION OF RAILROAD CROSSINGS?
   City of Katy
   Vote for one or none
   Against
   Diane Walker
   David Smith

5. OFFICE CREATED: City of Katy
   Proposition E
   SHALL ARTICLE III. THE MAYOR, OFFICE OF THE MAYOR, BE AMENDED TO PROVIDE THAT A MAYOR MAY APPOINT, SALARIED OFFICERS OR EMPLOYEES AS MAY BE DEEMED NECESSARY AND TO RE-STRICT THE MAYOR FROM REMUNERATION FROM TWO ENTITIES?
   City of Katy
   Vote for one or none
   Against
   Diane Walker
   David Smith

6. OFFICE CREATED: City of Katy
   Proposition F
   SHALL ARTICLE III. THE MAYOR, OFFICE OF THE MAYOR, BE AMENDED TO PROVIDE THAT A MAYOR MAY APPOINT, SALARIED OFFICERS OR EMPLOYEES AS MAY BE DEEMED NECESSARY;
   City of Katy
   Vote for one or none
   Against
   Diane Walker
   David Smith

7. OFFICE CREATED: City of Katy
   Proposition G
   SHALL ARTICLE IV. THE COUNCIL, SECTION 11. PURCHASE PROCEDURE, BE AMENDED TO PROVIDE THAT THE CITY SECRETARY MAY APPOINT, SALARIED OFFICERS OR EMPLOYEES AS MAY BE DEEMED NECESSARY?
   City of Katy
   Vote for one or none
   Against
   Diane Walker
   David Smith
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City of Katy
Proposition R
SHALL ARTICLE VII. ELECTION, SECTION 5. CONDUCT OF ELECTIONS, BE AMENDED BY DELETING THE LANGUAGE REQUIRING THE CITY TO APPOINT ELECTION OFFICIALS?

Katy City
For
Against

City of Katy
Proposition S
SHALL ARTICLE VIII. ELECTION, SECTION 6. EARLY VOTING, BE AMENDED BY DELETING THE REDUNDANT LEGAL REFERENCE?

Katy City
For
Against

City of Katy
Proposition T
SHALL ARTICLE VIII. INITIATIVE, REFERENDUM, RECALL, SECTION 5. COUNCIL CONSIDERATION AND SUBMISSION TO VOTERS, BE AMENDED TO CONFORM TO THE TEXAS ELECTION CODE?

Katy City
For
Against

City of Katy
Proposition U
SHALL ARTICLE VIII. INITIATIVE, REFERENDUM, RECALL, SECTION 7. PETITION SIGNED BY LESS THAN THIRTY PERCENT (30%) OF QUALIFIED VOTERS, BE AMENDED TO CONFORM TO THE TEXAS ELECTION CODE?

Katy City
For
Against

City of Katy
Proposition V
SHALL ARTICLE X. TAXATION, SECTION 1. DEPARTMENT CREATED, BE AMENDED BY DELETING THE SECTION IN ITS ENTIRETY?

Katy City
For
Against
City of Katy
Proposition DD
SHALL ARTICLE X. TAXATION, SECTION 9. LIMITATION ON TAX, BE AMENDED BY CHANGING THE LANGUAGE TO REFLECT CHANGES IN STATE LAW?

City of Katy
Proposition EE
SHALL ARTICLE X. TAXATION, SECTION 12. TAX SUITS-EVIDENCE-LIMITATIONS, BE AMENDED BY DELETING THE REFERENCE TO THE BOARD OF EQUALIZATION?

City of Katy
Proposition FF
SHALL ARTICLE X. TAXATION, SECTION 13. APPRAISAL DISTRICT, BE AMENDED BY DELETING THE SECTION IN ITS ENTIRETY?

City of Katy
Proposition GG
SHALL ARTICLE XI. FRANCHISE, BE AMENDED BY CORRECTING THE CAPTION OF THE ORDINANCE GRANTING FRANCHISE, TO ALLOW THREE READINGS OF ONLY THE CAPTION OF THE ORDINANCE GRANTING A FRANCHISE?

City of Katy
Proposition HH
SHALL ARTICLE XI. FRANCHISE, SECTION 3. ORDINANCE GRANTING FRANCHISE, BE AMENDED BY CHANGING THE LANGUAGE TO ALLOW THREE READINGS OF ONLY THE CAPTION OF THE ORDINANCE GRANTING A FRANCHISE?

City of Katy
Proposition II
SHALL ARTICLE XII. GENERAL PROVISIONS, SECTION 4. NOTICE OF CLAIMS, BE AMENDED BY CHANGING THE LANGUAGE TO REFLECT STATE LAW?

City of Katy
Proposition JJ
SHALL ARTICLE XII. GENERAL PROVISIONS, SECTION 4. NOTICE OF CLAIMS, BE AMENDED BY CHANGING THE LANGUAGE TO REFLECT STATE LAW?

City of Katy
Proposition KK
SHALL ARTICLE XII. GENERAL PROVISIONS, SECTION 8. EFFECT OF CHARTER ON EXISTING LAW, BE AMENDED BY DELETING THE SECTION IN ITS ENTIRETY?

City of Katy
Proposition LL
SHALL ARTICLE XII. GENERAL PROVISIONS, SECTION 8. EFFECT OF CHARTER ON EXISTING LAW, BE AMENDED BY DELETING THE SECTION IN ITS ENTIRETY?

City of Katy
Proposition MM
SHALL ARTICLE XII. GENERAL PROVISIONS, SECTION 16. CHARTER REVIEW COMMISSION, BE AMENDED BY CHANGING THE LANGUAGE TO ALLOW THE REPORT TO BE PUBLISHED IN A MEDIUM THAT IS ACCESSIBLE TO RESIDENTS?

City of Katy
Proposition NN
SHALL ARTICLE XII. GENERAL PROVISIONS, SECTION 17. SUBMISSION OF CHARTER TO VOTERS, BE AMENDED BY DELETING THE SECTION IN ITS ENTIRETY AS NO LONGER RELEVANT?

City of Katy
Proposition OO
SHALL ARTICLE XII. GENERAL PROVISIONS, SECTION 17. SUBMISSION OF CHARTER TO VOTERS, BE AMENDED BY DELETING THE SECTION IN ITS ENTIRETY AS NO LONGER RELEVANT?
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City of Katy

Charter Amendment Election

Ciudad de Katy

Eleción de Enmienda de la Carta Orgánica

City of Katy

Proposition C

SHALL ARTICLE III, SEC. 2. GENERAL POWERS ADOPTED, BE AMENDED BY DELETING THE OBSOLETE LEGAL REFERENCE AND REDUNDANCY?

Ciudad de Katy

Proposición C

¿SE DEBERÁ MODIFICAR EL ARTÍCULO II, FACULTADES DE LA CIUDAD, SECCION 2, FACULTADES GENERALES ADOPCIONADAS, ELIMINANDO LA REDUNDANCIA Y REFERENCIAL LEGAL OBSEQUIA?

For A Favor

Against En Contra

City of Katy

Proposition C

¿SE DEBERÁ MODIFICAR EL ARTÍCULO II, FACULTADES DE LA CIUDAD, SECCION 2, FACULTADES GENERALES ADOPCIONADAS, ELIMINANDO LA REDUNDANCIA Y REFERENCIAL LEGAL OBSEQUIA?

For A Favor

Against En Contra

City of Katy

Proposition C

¿SE DEBERÁ MODIFICAR EL ARTÍCULO III, EL ALCALDE, SECCIÓN PUEDE ELIMINAR UNA SUSPENSIÓN Y REINTEGRAR AL EMPLEADO, SUSPENDIDO SIN PAGO, AL ALCALDE? LA CIUDAD DE KATY, TEXAS

For A Favor

Against En Contra

City of Katy

Proposition C

¿SE DEBERÁ MODIFICAR EL ARTÍCULO IV, EL CONSEJO, SECCIÓN 1, OFICINA CREADA: REQUISITOS, PARA PERMITIR A UN MiEMBRO DEL CONSEJO MUNICIPAL RECIBIR REMUNERACIÓN DE DOS ENTIDADES GUBERNAMENTALES O FISCALES?

For A Favor

Against En Contra

City of Katy

Proposition G

SHALL ARTICLE IV, THE COUNCIL, SECTION 4, VACANCY, BE AMENDED TO PROVIDE THAT A VACANCY ON THE CITY COUNCIL WILL BE FILLED ACCORDING TO THE TEXAS CONSTITUTION?

Ciudad de Katy

Proposición G

¿SE DEBERÁ MODIFICAR EL ARTÍCULO IV, EL CONSEJO, SECCIÓN 4, VACANTE, PARA DISPONER QUE UNA VACANTE DEL CONSEJO MUNICIPAL SE ENCONTRARÁ EN CONFORMIDAD CON LA CONSTITUCIÓN DE TEXAS?

For A Favor

Against En Contra

City of Katy

Proposition I

¿SE DEBERÁ MODIFICAR EL ARTÍCULO IV, EL CONSEJO, SECCIÓN 7, REINSTATEMENT OF APPOINTED, SALARIED OFFICERS OR EMPLOYEES SUSPENDED WITHOUT PAY, BE AMDENDED BY CHANGING THE LANGUAGE TO REFLECT THAT AN EMPLOYEE MUST PETITION THE OFFICE OF THE CITY SECRETARY TO REQUEST A HEARING BEFORE THE CITY COUNCIL REGARDING THAT EMPLOYEE'S SUSPENSION, AND AFTER SUCH HEARING, A MAJORITY OF CITY COUNCIL MAY REMOVE A SUSPENSION AND REINSTATE AN EMPLOYEE?

Ciudad de Katy

Proposición I

¿SE DEBERÁ MODIFICAR EL ARTÍCULO IV, EL CONSEJO, SECCIÓN 7, REINTEGRACIÓN DE FUNCIONARIOS O EMPLEADOS ASIGNADOS SUSPENDIDOS SIN PAGO, AL CAMBIAR EL LENGUAJE PARA QUE REFLEJE QUE UN EMPLEADO DEBE SOLICITAR A LA OFICINA DEL SECRETARIO DE LA CIUDAD UNA AUDIENCIA ANTES DEL CONSEJO MUNICIPAL, REFERENTE A LA SUSPENSIÓN DEL EMPLEADO Y, DESPUÉS DE DICHA AUDIENCIA, UNA MAYORIA DEL CONSEJO MUNICIPAL PUEDE ELIMINAR UNA SUSPENSIÓN Y REINTEGRAR AL EMPLEADO?

For A Favor

Against En Contra

City of Katy

Proposition I

¿SE DEBERÁ MODIFICAR EL ARTÍCULO IV, EL CONSEJO, SECCIÓN 7, REINTEGRAR A UN EMPLEADO?

For A Favor

Against En Contra

City of Katy

Proposition I

¿SE DEBERÁ MODIFICAR EL ARTÍCULO IV, EL CONSEJO, SECCIÓN 7, REINTEGRAR A UN EMPLEADO?

For A Favor

Against En Contra

City of Katy

Proposition I

¿SE DEBERÁ MODIFICAR EL ARTÍCULO IV, EL CONSEJO, SECCIÓN 7, REINTEGRACION DE FUNCIONARIOS O EMPLEADOS ASIGNADOS SUSPENDIDOS SIN PAGO, AL CAMBIAR EL LENGUAJE PARA QUE REFLEJE QUE UN EMPLEADO DEBE SOLICITAR A LA OFICINA DEL SECRETARIO DE LA CIUDAD UNA AUDIENCIA ANTES DEL CONSEJO MUNICIPAL, REFERENTE A LA SUSPENSIÓN DEL EMPLEADO Y, DESPUÉS DE DICHA AUDIENCIA, UNA MAYORIA DEL CONSEJO MUNICIPAL PUEDE ELIMINAR UNA SUSPENSIÓN Y REINTEGRAR AL EMPLEADO?

For A Favor

Against En Contra

City of Katy

Proposition I

¿SE DEBERÁ MODIFICAR EL ARTÍCULO IV, EL CONSEJO, SECCIÓN 7, REINTEGRACIÓN DE FUNCIONARIOS O EMPLEADOS ASIGNADOS SUSPENDIDOS SIN PAGO, AL CAMBIAR EL LENGUAJE PARA QUE REFLEJE QUE UN EMPLEADO DEBE SOLICITAR A LA OFICINA DEL SECRETARIO DE LA CIUDAD UNA AUDIENCIA ANTES DEL CONSEJO MUNICIPAL, REFERENTE A LA SUSPENSIÓN DEL EMPLEADO Y, DESPUÉS DE DICHA AUDIENCIA, UNA MAYORIA DEL CONSEJO MUNICIPAL PUEDE ELIMINAR UNA SUSPENSIÓN Y REINTEGRAR AL EMPLEADO?

For A Favor

Against En Contra
City of Katy Proposal J
SHALL ARTICLE IV. THE COUNCIL, SECTION 9. DUTIES OF THE COUNCIL, BE AMENDED BY DELETING THE OBSOLETE LEGAL REFERENCE? Ciudad de Katy
ProposicióN K ¿SE DEBERÁ MODIFICAR EL ARTÍCULO IV. EL CONSEJO, SECCIÓN 9. OBLIGACIONES DEL CONSEJO, ELIMINANDO LA REFERENCIA LEGAL OBSOLETA? For A Favor Against En Contra

City of Katy Proposal L
SHALL ARTICLE IV. THE COUNCIL, SECTION 11. PURCHASE PROCEDURE, BE AMENDED BY DELETING THE OBSOLETE LEGAL REFERENCE? Ciudad de Katy
ProposicióN L ¿SE DEBERÁ MODIFICAR EL ARTÍCULO IV. EL CONSEJO, SECCIÓN 11. PROCEDIMIENTO DE COMPRA, ELIMINANDO LA REFERENCIA LEGAL OBSOLETA? For A Favor Against En Contra

City of Katy Proposal M
SHALL ARTICLE V. THE CITY ADMINISTRATOR, SECTION 2. TERM AND SALARY, BE AMENDED BY CHANGING THE TERM OF THE CITY ADMINISTRATOR SO THAT IT SHALL NOT EXCEED ONE HUNDRED EIGHTY (180) DAYS BEYOND THE TERM OF THE MAYOR? Ciudad de Katy
ProposicióN M ¿SE DEBERÁ MODIFICAR EL ARTÍCULO V. EL ADMINISTRADOR DE LA CIUDAD, SECCIÓN 2. TRABAJO Y SALARIO, PARA CUMPLIR CON EL TÉRMINO DEL ADMINISTRADOR DE LA CIUDAD, DE MANNERA QUE NO SE PROLONGUE MÁS ALLÁ DEL TÉRMINO DEL ALCALDE? For A Favor Against En Contra

City of Katy Proposal N
SHALL ARTICLE VI. DEPARTMENTS, SECTION 5. CITY TREASURER, BE AMENDED BY CHANGING THE TITLE OF CITY TREASURER TO FINANCE DIRECTOR? Ciudad de Katy
ProposicióN N ¿SE DEBERÁ MODIFICAR EL ARTÍCULO VI. DEPARTAMENTOS, SECCIÓN 5. TESORERO DE LA CIUDAD, AL CAMBIAR EL NOMBRE DEL CARGO DE TESORERO DE LA CIUDAD A DIRECTOR DE FINANZAS? For A Favor Against En Contra

City of Katy Proposal O
SHALL ARTICLE VI. DEPARTMENTS, SECTION 6. SOCIAL SERVICES, BE AMENDED BY DELETING THE LANGUAGE THAT STATES THE COUNCIL WILL EMPLOY NECESSARY PERSONAL WITHOUT REQUIRING PERSONNEL INSTEAD OF THE DIRECTOR? Ciudad de Katy
ProposicióN O ¿SE DEBERÁ MODIFICAR EL ARTÍCULO VI. DEPARTAMENTOS, SECCIÓN 6. SERVICIOS SOCIALES, AL ELIMINAR EL LENGUAJE QUE ESTABLECE QUE EL CONSEJO EMPLEARÁ AL PERSONAL NECESARIO EN LUGAR DEL DIRECTOR? For A Favor Against En Contra

City of Katy Proposal P
SHALL ARTICLE VII. ELECTION, SECTION 2. REGULAR ELECTIONS, BE AMENDED BY CHANGING THE LANGUAGE TO REFLECT THAT THE REGULAR ELECTION FOR THE MAYOR AND EACH COUNCIL MEMBER SHALL BE ONCE EVERY THREE (3) YEARS AND NOT ALL IN THE SAME YEAR? Ciudad de Katy
ProposicióN P ¿SE DEBERÁ MODIFICAR EL ARTÍCULO VII. ELECCIÓN, SECCIÓN 2. ELECCIONES REGULARES, AL CAMBIAR EL LENGUAJE PARA REFLEJAR QUE LA ELECCIÓN REGULAR PARA EL ALCALDE Y CADA MEMBRO DEL CONSEJO SERÁ CADA TRES (3) AÑOS Y NO EN EL MISMO AÑO? For A Favor Against En Contra

City of Katy Proposal Q
SHALL ARTICLE VII. ELECTION, SECTION 3. RUN-OFF, BE AMENDED BY CHANGING THE LANGUAGE TO ESTABLISH THAT RUN-OFF ELECTIONS WILL BE CONDUCTED ACCORDING TO STATE LAW? Ciudad de Katy
ProposicióN Q ¿SE DEBERÁ MODIFICAR EL ARTÍCULO VII. ELECCIÓN, SECCIÓN 3. ELECCIÓN DE SEGUNDA VUELTA, AL CAMBIAR EL LENGUAJE PARA ESTABLECER QUE LAS ELECCIONES DE SEGUNDA VUELTA SE CELEBRARán EN CONFORMIDAD CON LA LEY DEL ESTADO? For A Favor Against En Contra

City of Katy Proposal R
SHALL ARTICLE VIII. INITIATIVE, REFERENDUM, RECALL, SECTION 5. CONDUCT OF ELECTIONS, BE AMENDED BY DELETING THE LANGUAGE REQUIRING THE CITY TO APPoint ELECTION OFFICIALS? Ciudad de Katy
ProposicióN R ¿SE DEBERÁ MODIFICAR EL ARTÍCULO VIII. ELECCIÓN, SECCIÓN 5. CELEBRACIÓN DE ELECCIONES, AL ELIMINAR EL LENGUAJE QUE EXIGE A LA CIUDAD ASIGNAR A LOS FUNCIONARIOS DE LA ELECCIÓN? For A Favor Against En Contra

City of Katy Proposal S
SHALL ARTICLE VIII. INITIATIVE, SECTION 6. EARLY VOTING, BE AMENDED BY DELETING THE REDUNDANT LEGAL REFERENCE? Ciudad de Katy
ProposicióN S ¿SE DEBERÁ MODIFICAR EL ARTÍCULO VIII. ELECCIÓN, SECCIÓN 6. VOTACION ANTICIPADA, ELIMINANDO LA REFERENCIA LEGAL REDUNDANTE? For A Favor Against En Contra

City of Katy Proposal T
SHALL ARTICLE VIII. INITIATIVE, REFERENDUM, RECALL, SECTION 5. COUNCIL CONSIDERATION AND SUBMISSION TO VOTERS, BE AMENDED TO CONFORM TO THE TEXAS ELECTION CODE? Ciudad de Katy
ProposicióN T ¿SE DEBERÁ MODIFICAR EL ARTÍCULO VIII. INICIATIVA, REFERENDUM, DEST ITUCIÓN, SECCIÓN 5. CONSIDERACIÓN DEL CONSEJO Y PRESENTACIÓN A LOS VOTANTES, PARA CUMPLIR CON EL CÓDIGO ELECTORAL DE TEXAS? For A Favor Against En Contra

City of Katy Proposal U
SHALL ARTICLE VIII. INITIATIVE, REFERENDUM, RECALL, SECTION 7. PETITION SIGNED BY LESS THAN THIRTY PERCENT (30%) OF QUALIFIED VOTERS, BE AMENDED TO CONFORM TO THE TEXAS ELECTION CODE? Ciudad de Katy
ProposicióN U ¿SE DEBERÁ MODIFICAR EL ARTÍCULO VIII. INICIATIVA, REFERENDUM, DESTITUCCIÓN, SECCIÓN 7. PETICIÓN FIRMADA POR MENOS DEL TREINTA POR CIENTO (30%) DE LOS VOTANTES, PARA CUMPLIR CON EL CÓDIGO ELECTORAL DE TEXAS? For A Favor Against En Contra
SECTION 1. DEPARTMENT CREATED, AL CAMBIAR EL LENGUAJE PARA PERMITIR QUE LA CIUDAD DESIGNE A UN TASADOR-RECAUDADOR DE IMPUESTOS; AL CAMBIAR EL METODO DE IMPOSICION, AL CAMBIAR EL MUNICIPIO PARA IMPONER Y RECAUDAR IMPUESTOS?

For A Favor
Against En Contra

City of Katy
Proposition V

SHALL ARTICLE X. TAXATION, SECTION 3. PROPERTY SUBJECT TO TAX: METHOD OF ASSESSMENT, BE AMENDED BY DELETING THE SECTION IN ITS ENTIRETY TO CONFORM TO STATE LAW?

City of Katy
Proposition V

¿SE DEBERÁ MODIFICAR EL ÁRTICULO X. IMPUESTOS, SECCIÓN 2. FACULTAD PARA GRAVAR IMPUESTOS, AL CAMBIAR EL LENGUAJE PARA PERMITIR QUE LA CIUDAD DESIGNE A UN TASADOR-RECAUDADOR DE IMPUESTOS O CELEBRAR UN CONVENIO CON EL CONDADO PARA IMPONER Y RECAUDAR IMPUESTOS?

For A Favor
Against En Contra

City of Katy
Proposition W

ARTICULO X. IMPUESTOS, SECCION 4. LIMITATION ON TAX, BE AMENDED BY корректировать REFERENCE TO THE BOARD OF EQUALIZATION?

City of Katy
Proposition Z

¿SE DEBERÁ MODIFICAR EL ÁRTICULO X. IMPUESTOS, SECCIÓN 5. RESERVED, BE DELETED?

For A Favor
Against En Contra

City of Katy
Proposition Z

¿SE DEBERÁ MODIFICAR EL ÁRTICULO X. IMPUESTOS, SECCIÓN 5. RESERVA?

For A Favor
Against En Contra

City of Katy
Proposition A

SHALL ARTICLE X. TAXATION, SECTION 7. TAXES WHEN DUE AND PAYABLE, BE AMENDED BY DELETING THE SECTION IN ITS ENTIRETY?

City of Katy
Proposition A

¿SE DEBERÁ MODIFICAR EL ÁRTICULO X. IMPUESTOS, SECCIÓN 7. IMPUESTOS CUANDO VENCEN Y SE DEBEN PAGAR, AL ELIMINAR LA SECCIÓN EN SU TOTALIDAD?

For A Favor
Against En Contra

City of Katy
Proposition BB

SHALL ARTICLE XI. FRANCHISE, BE AMENDED BY CORRECTING THE REFERENCE TO THE CITY AS A HOME-RULE CITY?

City of Katy
Proposition GG

¿SE DEBERÁ MODIFICAR EL ÁRTICULO XI. FRANQUICIA, AL CORREGIR LA REFERENCIA A LA CIUDAD COMO CIUDAD DE GOBIERNO AUTÓNOMO?

For A Favor
Against En Contra

City of Katy
Proposition HH

SHALL ARTICLE XI. FRANCHISE, SECTION 3. ORDINANCE GRANTING FRANCHISE, BE AMENDED BY CHANGING THE LANGUAGE TO REFLECT CHANGES IN STATE LAW?

City of Katy
Proposition DD

¿SE DEBERÁ MODIFICAR EL ÁRTICULO XI. FRANQUICIA, SECCIÓN 3. ORDENANZA DE CONCESIÓN DE FRANQUICIA, AL CAMBIAR EL LENGUAJE PARA PERMITIR TRES LECTURAS DE ÚNICAMENTE LA LEYENDA DE LA ORDENANZA OTORGANDO UNA FRANQUICIA?

For A Favor
Against En Contra

City of Katy
Proposition HH
City of Katy

Proposition II

SHALL ARTICLE XII. GENERAL PROVISIONS, SECTION 3, OFFICIAL NEWSPAPER, BE AMENDED BY CHANGING THE LANGUAGE TO ALLOW THE CITY TO DESIGNATE ONE OR MORE OFFICIAL NEWSPAPERS?

For A Favor

Against

City of Katy

Proposition III

¿SE DEBERÁ MODIFICAR EL ARTÍCULO XII. DISPOSICIONES GENERALES, SECCIÓN 3, PERIÓDICO OFICIAL, AL CAMBIAR EL LENGUAJE PARA PERMITIR A LA CIUDAD DESIGNAR UNO O MÁS PERIÓDICOS OFICIALES?

For A Favor

Against

City of Katy

Proposition JI

SHALL ARTICLE XII. GENERAL PROVISIONS, SECTION 4, NOTICE OF CLAIMS, BE AMENDED BY CHANGING THE LANGUAGE TO REFLECT STATE LAW?

For A Favor

Against

City of Katy

Proposition JJ

¿SE DEBERÁ MODIFICAR EL ARTÍCULO XII. DISPOSICIONES GENERALES, SECCIÓN 4, AVISO DE RECLAMACIONES, AL CAMBIAR EL LENGUAJE PARA REFLEJAR LA LEY DEL ESTADO?

For A Favor

Against

City of Katy

Proposition KK

SHALL ARTICLE XII. GENERAL PROVISIONS, SECTION 8, EFFECT OF CHARTER ON EXISTING LAW, BE AMENDED BY DELETING THE SECTION IN ITS ENTIRETY?

For A Favor

Against

City of Katy

Proposition LL

¿SE DEBERÁ MODIFICAR EL ARTÍCULO XII. DISPOSICIONES GENERALES, SECCIÓN 9, INTERIM MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT, BE AMENDED BY DELETING THE SECTION IN ITS ENTIRETY?

For A Favor

Against
VOTE BOTH SIDES
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Commander, Ward A
Vote for none or one
Diane Walker
Dan Smith

CITY OF KATY

GEOGRAPHICAL LIMITS

THÀNH PHỐ KATY, TEXAS

City of Katy
Proposition A
THE ISSUE OF PUBLIC BUILDING IMPROVEMENT BONDS IN THE AMOUNT OF $1,800,000 AND THE LEVY OF TAXES, WITHIN THE LIMITS PRESCRIBED BY LAW, IN PAYMENT OF THE BONDS

City of Katy
Proposition B
THE ISSUE OF PARK IMPROVEMENT BONDS IN THE AMOUNT OF $4,200,000 AND THE LEVY OF TAXES, WITHIN THE LIMITS PRESCRIBED BY LAW, IN PAYMENT OF THE BONDS

City of Katy
Proposition C
SHALL ARTICLE II. POWERS OF THE CITY, SECTION 2. GENERAL POWERS, BE AMENDED TO DELETING THE OBSCURE LEGAL REFERENCE AND REDUNDANCY?

City of Katy
Proposition D
SHALL ARTICLE II. POWERS OF THE CITY, SECTION 4. REGULATION OF RAILROADS, BE AMENDED TO REFLECT THE LIMITED POWERS OF THE CITY TO REGULATE RAILROAD CROSSINGS?

City of Katy
Proposition E
SHALL ARTICLE III. THE MAYOR, SECTION 1. OFFICE CREATED: QUALIFICATIONS, BE AMENDED TO PROVIDE THAT AN EMPLOYEE MUST PETITION THE OFFICE OF THE CITY SECRETARY TO RECEIVE REMUNERATION FROM TWO ENTITIES?

City of Katy
Proposition F
SHALL ARTICLE III. THE MAYOR, SECTION 1. OFFICE CREATED: QUALIFICATIONS, BE AMENDED TO PROVIDE THAT THE AUTHORITY OF THE MAYOR WILL BE AMENDED TO ALLOW A MEMBER OF THE CITY COUNCIL TO RECEIVE REMUNERATION FROM TWO GOVERNMENTAL OR TAXING ENTITIES?

City of Katy
Proposition G
SHALL ARTICLE IV. THE COUNCIL, SECTION 4. VACANCY, BE AMENDED TO PROVIDE THAT A VACANCY ON CITY COUNCIL WILL BE FILLED ACCORDING TO THE TEXAS CONSTITUTION?

City of Katy
Proposition H
SHALL ARTICLE IV. THE COUNCIL, SECTION 7. REINSTATEMENT OF APPOINTED, SALARIED OFFICERS OR EMPLOYEES SUSPENDED WITHOUT PAY, BE AMENDED BY CHANGING THE LANGUAGE TO REFLECT THAT AN EMPLOYEE MUST PETITION THE OFFICE OF THE CITY SECRETARY TO REQUEST A HEARING BEFORE THE CITY COUNCIL REGARDING THAT EMPLOYEE'S SUSPENSION?

City of Katy
Proposition I
SHALL ARTICLE IV. THE COUNCIL, SECTION 9. APPOINTMENT OF THE CITY COUNCIL REGARDING THAT EMPLOYEE'S SUSPENSION, AND AFTER SUCH HEARING, A MAJORITY OF CITY COUNCIL MAY REMOVE A SUSPENDED AND REINSTATE AN EMPLOYEE?

City of Katy
Proposition J
SHALL ARTICLE V. THE CITY, SECTION 6. VACANCIES, BE AMENDED TO PROVIDE THAT A VACANCY ON CITY COUNCIL WILL BE FILLED ACCORDING TO THE TEXAS CONSTITUTION?

VOTE BOTH SIDES
OFFICIAL BALLOT  
LÀ PHÉP CHÍNH THỨC  
GENERAL ELECTION  
Quốc Tướng Thái Nguyên  
CITY OF KATY, TEXAS  
Thành Phố Katy, Texas  
May 01, 2021 - Ngày 1 tháng Năm, 2021  
Ward Khối Vực A  

City of Katy  
Proposition W  
SHALL ARTICLE X. TAXATION, SECTION 2. POWER TO TAX, BE AMENDED BY CHANGING THE LANGUAGE TO ALLOW THE CITY TO APPOINT A TAX ASSISOR-COLLECTOR OR ENTER INTO AN AGREEMENT WITH THE COUNTY TO ASSesses AND COLLECT TAXES?  

For Divil vói  
Against Chòng lại  

City of Katy  
Proposition X  
SHALL ARTICLE X. TAXATION, SECTION 3. PROPERTY SUBJECT TO TAXATION, BE AMENDED BY DELETING THE SECTION IN ITS ENTIRETY?  

For Divil vói  
Against Chòng lại  

City of Katy  
Proposition Y  
SHALL ARTICLE X. TAXATION, SECTION 4. RESERVED, BE DELETED?  

For Divil vói  
Against Chòng lại  

City of Katy  
Proposition Z  
SHALL ARTICLE X. TAXATION, SECTION 6. RESERVED, BE DELETED?  

For Divil vói  
Against Chòng lại  

City of Katy  
Proposition A  
SHALL ARTICLE X. TAXATION, SECTION 13. APPRAISAL DISTRICT, BE AMENDED BY DELETING THE SECTION IN ITS ENTIREITY?  

For Divil vói  
Against Chòng lại  

City of Katy  
Proposition BB  
SHALL ARTICLE X. TAXATION, SECTION 7. TAXES WHEN DUE AND PAYABLE, BE AMENDED BY DELETING THE SECTION IN ITS ENTIRETY?  

For Divil vói  
Against Chòng lại  

City of Katy  
Proposition CC  
SHALL ARTICLE X. TAXATION, SECTION 8. TAX LIENS, BE AMENDED BY DELETING THE SECTION IN ITS ENTIRETY?  

For Divil vói  
Against Chòng lại  

City of Katy  
Proposition DD  
SHALL ARTICLE X. TAXATION, SECTION 9. LIMITATION ON TAX, BE AMENDED BY CHANGING THE LANGUAGE TO REFLECT CHANGES IN STATE LAW?  

For Divil vói  
Against Chòng lại  

City of Katy  
Proposition EE  
SHALL ARTICLE X. TAXATION, SECTION 13. TAX SUITS-EVIDENCE-LIMITATIONS, BE AMENDED BY DELETING THE REFERENCE TO THE BOARD OF EQUALIZATION?  

For Divil vói  
Against Chòng lại  

City of Katy  
Proposition FF  
SHALL ARTICLE X. TAXATION, SECTION 13. APPEAL, BE AMENDED BY DELETING THE SECTION IN ITS ENTIRETY?  

For Divil vói  
Against Chòng lại  

City of Katy  
Proposition GG  
SHALL ARTICLE XI. FRANCHISE, BE AMENDED BY CORRECTING THE REFERENCE TO THE CITY AS A HOME-RULE CITY?  

For Divil vói  
Against Chòng lại  

City of Katy  
Proposition HH  
SHALL ARTICLE XI. FRANCHISE, SECTION 3. ORDINANCE GRANTING FRANCHISE, BE AMENDED BY CHANGING THE LANGUAGE TO ALLOW THREE READINGS OF ONLY THE CAPTION OF THE ORDINANCE GRANTING A FRANCHISE?  

For Divil vói  
Against Chòng lại  

City of Katy  
Proposition II  
SHALL ARTICLE XII. GENERAL PROVISIONS, SECTION 3. OFFICIAL NEWSPAPER, BE AMENDED BY CHANGING THE LANGUAGE TO ALLOW THE CITY TO DESIGNATE ONE OR MORE OFFICIAL NEWSPAPERS?  

For Divil vói  
Against Chòng lại  

City of Katy  
Proposition JJ  
SHALL ARTICLE XII. GENERAL PROVISIONS, SECTION 4. NOTICE OF CLAIMS, BE AMENDED BY CHANGING THE LANGUAGE TO REFLECT STATE LAW?  

For Divil vói  
Against Chòng lại  

Sample Ballot  

Vote Both Sides  
Xin bỏ phiếu cho cả hai mặt của đơn này.
**Vote Both Sides**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proposition</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>For</th>
<th>Against</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KL</td>
<td>Shall Article XII, General Provisions, Section 8. Effect of Charter on Existing Law, Be Amended by Deleting the Section in Its Entirety?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LL</td>
<td>Shall Article XII, General Provisions, Section 9. Interim Municipal Government, Be Amended by Deleting the Section in Its Entirety?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MM</td>
<td>Shall Article XII, General Provisions, Section 16. Charter Review Commission, Be Amended by Changing the Language to Allow the Report to Be Published in a Medium That Is Accessible to Residents?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NN</td>
<td>Shall Article XII, General Provisions, Section 17. Submission of Charter to Voters, Be Amended by Deleting the Section in Its Entirety As No Longer Relevant?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>